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Welcome to the Catalyst Group Guide! We are so glad you have entered into this transformative 

journey and we are confident God will impact your life significantly through this.  

 

Here are a few instructions and encouragements to help you get the greatest impact from this 

journey. 

 

1. This journey is based on openness and trust in the other person(s) in the group. Be real and 

honest as you share your thoughts, questions, and struggles with one another. And be 

trustworthy. Keep the conversations confidential. If something is said that greatly concerns 

you, reach out to one of the pastors for guidance.  

 

2. The first part of the group plan (left page) is engaging in the Bible. This is God’s main way of 

communicating to us today and we need to hear from Him daily. The left page of each 

session will help you process through a particular passage. 

 

a. Scripture: Note which passage you read and then summarize it or write it out word 

for word or write out the parts that stood out to you. This is also a great space to 

write out any verses you want to memorize from the passage. If you need some help 

deciding what to study in the Bible and/or study resources, check out the links on 

page 7. 

 

b. Observations: What did you see in this passage? Are there any repeated words? 

What truths is God communicating to us? What does this say about God? What does 

this say about humanity? Are there any promises made? Are there any sins 

mentioned to avoid? Are there any commands given? 

 

c. Applications: How should you think or believe or act differently because of what God 

has said in the passage? How will you personally respond to what you have heard 

from God? 

 

d. Prayer: This part comes at the end so you can pray over the truths you have learned 

and your desire to respond in obedience. Pray also for God’s continued work in you 

evidenced in the second part of the guide. Ask God to grow and mature you in these 

things. Pray also for the unbelievers in your life and for the opportunity to share the 

good news of Jesus with them.  
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3. The second part of the group plan (right page) lists eight questions that will help you 

examine your life in light of our mission and values as a church (inside cover). As we live 

out the mission and values, we will be able to identify God’s work in us in the different roles 

we play as a disciple-maker. We will live the life of a (an): 

 

a. Renovator - one who relentlessly participates in God’s transformative work for all. 

 

b. Ally - one who intentionally builds relationships for Gospel impact. 

 

c. Guide - one who faithfully prepares to help others deepen their relationship with 

God. 

 

d. Investor - one who willingly gives of themselves today for a return in eternity.  

 

As you talk through these questions honestly in your group, you will be encouraged and 

challenged to stretch in your faith and your obedience to God’s disciple making call. You 

may not have an answer for each question every time you meet. Focus on where God is 

working and lean in there.  

 

4. Planning and follow through are essential for a transformative experience. One strength of 

the Catalyst Group is its flexibility and adaptability, so make it work for you. At the same 

time, remember that greater consistency will bring greater results. Be as consistent as 

possible and as flexible as necessary. 

 

 a.   Who is in this Catalyst Group?______________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________ 

b. When and where will we typically meet? _____________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
 

c. What will we study?______________________________________________ 
 

d. What is our completion date? ______________________________________ 
 

e. Who will I invite into a new Catalyst Group when this one is over (pray about  

this as you progress through this current group)? _______________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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Principles of Biblical Interpretation 
 

1. Identify the kind of literature you are reading for insight into its meaning. Just like reading a 

fictional novel is taken differently than an autobiography, we should consider the types of 

literature in the Bible as we read. Here are some basic genres and considerations: 

 

History/Narrative (ex. 1 Samuel, Acts): The history/narrative writings provide the account 

of God’s work and people’s actions. Many times there are spiritual lessons we can learn, 

but sometimes we are simply gaining context of the history of God’s work in this world. 

Is God simply describing or prescribing something for me?  
 

Poetry (ex. Psalms): The power of poetry comes through the use of vivid figurative 

language. Also, ideas are repeated, sometimes with the same words, other times with 

synonyms. The Psalms and other poetic sections of the Bible communicate ideas, but 

they especially express emotion.   
 

Wisdom (ex. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes): The wisdom writings are collections of wise 

sayings meant to shape the moral and ethical lives of their readers. They cover many 

practical topics. Wisdom writings should not necessarily be taken as promises, but more 

in the sense of “this is usually true.” 
 

Prophets (ex. Isaiah, Amos): The prophets are all God’s word to his covenant people 

(Israel), warning them and bolstering them during periods of pronounced spiritual and 

national danger. We gain spiritual lessons from them about the disposition of God, and 

the condition of the people addressed. We read Old Testament prophetic books as God’s 

challenge to the original audiences, and then we apply the lessons to our day.  
 

Gospels (ex. Matthew): The Gospels are proclamation. The people who wrote them were 

true believers relating first-hand accounts about the life and teachings of Jesus. And so 

we read the genre of Gospel as faith documents, announcing a world-changing event 

centered in the person of Jesus.  
 

Epistles (ex. Ephesians): The letters of the New Testament were communications to 

specific individuals or groups for specific and varied purposes. They communicate God’s 

teaching for how we should live holy lives. Epistles are “occasioned” texts, and so it is 

helpful to know the original circumstances that led to them being written for the fullest 

understanding and application. 
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2. Consider the context of the passage you are reading. Context provides the lens we look 

through to understand and apply the Bible. The above information on genre is part of the 

context of a passage, along with the historical setting and cultural setting. In addition, we must 

get a sense of the internal context. How does the verse we are reading fit in with the theme, 

setting, content of the verses before and after it? Pulling a verse out of it’s internal context often 

leads to a wrong understanding and application of the teaching. 

 

3. Read the text for its plain and obvious meaning. Though the Bible is inspired by God, He 

intended it to make sense to the common person. He did not hide His truth behind a curtain that 

only the elite could see through. There are sometimes nuggets of truth found below the surface, 

but don’t fall into the trap of thinking that is the greater truth and miss the obvious truth staring 

at you on the page.  

 

4. Notice what is revealed in the words chosen by the writer. Words matter and God gave the 

writers these words in particular. Are there any repeated words in the passage? Pay special 

attention to any recorded words of Jesus or God the Father.  

 

5. Always take a God-centered perspective of understanding and applying the passage. Look 

at the passage in terms of what it reveals about God and His dealings in this world. What does 

the passage reveal about God’s nature or His response to mankind? What does it teach us about 

how we should live in light of who He is?  

 

 
Adapted from https://www.biblegateway.com/blog/2016/03/the-many-genres-of-scripture/  

and https://lifewayresearch.com/2014/03/12/7-principles-of-biblical-interpretation/ 
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1. Getting started well, especially in something new, is essential. This link will take 

you to a page on our website with helpful information about the basics of Catalyst 

Groups so you get the most out of the experience.  

 

2. After you have read the passage, reflected on its meaning, and prayed about it, 

consulting trusted writers and theologians for their perspective can add to your 

understanding. David Guzik’s online commentary is a great place to start.  

 

3. You will likely encounter questions that you don’t know the answer to in your 

study and conversations. That’s a good thing! It means you are venturing into new 

territory. The gotquestions.org site has a large bank of questions and answers. As 

with any human source, be sure to compare their answers to what you see in 

God’s Word. 

 

4. Your pastors would also love to hear from you when you encounter things that 

aren’t clear to you. If the resources above are not helpful or if you just want to 

hear what our church says on the topic, this link will allow you to submit your 

question directly to your pastors.  

 

5. The Catalyst Group Guide is also available in digital format. Search for SCCC Catalyst in your 

app store for mobile devices. And you can use the online version at 

www.catalyst.staffordcrossing.org. Entries in the app and website will sync for cross 

platform usage. 

Resources 

  

 

 

 


